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LIVING WITH

Ulcerative Colitis

WHAT UC TREATMENT IS BEST FOR YOU? WORK WITH YOUR DOCTOR TO FIND OUT.
By Barbara Brody

BE PROACTIVE

While there's no known cure for UC
or a single path to remission, people
can take steps to stay as healthy as
possible, says Siddharth Singh,
MD, a gastroenterologist at UC San
Diego Medical Center.
FOLLOW DOCTOR'S DIRECTIONS

Take medication exactly as prescribed, and don't try over-thecounter options (including probiotrst talking to your
ics) without fifirst
doctor, says Singh. Even if you're
in remission, you should be getting
checkups at least every six months.
Depending on which drugs you're on,
your doctor should also order blood
tests to keep tabs on your blood
counts and kidney and liver function
ammation.
and check for signs of infl
inflammation.
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CONSIDER YOUR DIET

Jan Reicher was in her early
20s when she began having
symptoms that reminded
her of what her father had
struggled with for many
years. “He was diagnosed
with ulcerative colitis when I
was 3,” says Reicher, now 52.
“It didn’t take long for me
to get diagnosed, probably
because I was so familiar
with the condition,” she says.
Although Reicher says
her condition is not as
severe as her father’s, she
flarestill struggled with flareups that began with blood
in her stool, followed by
mucus in her stool and
andlots
lots
of bloating. In the beginning, she also struggled
emotionally. “I thought

it was my fault and that I
somehow brought it on by
not controlling my stress,”
she says.
Fortunately, Reicher connected with a doctor who set
her straight. He explained
that while stress is sometimes a trigger, it doesn't
cause UC and that the condioften runs in families.
tion often
He started Reicher on
medication, and for nearly
two decades she took various
versions of mesalamine, a
fights inflammainflammadrug that fights
tion in the colon. It worked,
but she eventually developed
effect: It damaged
a rare side effect:
her kidneys. She had to stop
taking it, and her symptoms
immediately worsened.
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Reicher’s doctor suggested that she try a special
probiotic called VSL#3.
Although it doesn’t help
everyone, evidence shows
that some patients with
mild to moderate UC can
achieve remission, in part
by restoring the bacterial balance in the gut. It
did the trick for Reicher,
who has also used dietary
changes and alternative
treatments, like acupuncture, to manage her health.
Today she rarely has
flare-ups. She now takes
flare-ups.
medication for chronic
constipation, which she says
is uncomfortable yet far less
dangerous than UC symptoms like bloody diarrhea.
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scientific
Although there isn't much scientific
evidence that dietary changes can
treat UC, they're worth a try. Reicher
tted from the spesays she's benefi
benefitted
cific carbohydrate diet (SCD), which
cific
nixes all starches, sugar, alcohol, and
most dairy. Singh says his patients
have also experimented with the low
FODMAP diet—which eliminates
certain carbs that may trigger gas
and bloating—the Mediterranean
diet, and the Paleo diet. "Like most
things in medicine, it is not one-sizefits-all," he says.
fits-all,"
BE OPEN TO OTHER APPROACHES

Assemble your own team of experts,
says Reicher. "I see Western doctors,
integrative medical doctors, and
Chinese medicine doctors," she says.
Singh agrees with this approach:
Complementary therapy, such
as acupuncture, can be helpful
for reducing stress and managing
depression, which can raise the risk
flares, he says. But he cautions
of flares,
that these treatments should be
used along with medication, not as a
replacement for it.
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